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Ice queen Rochinha popsicles are a São Paulo North Shore classic

Our pick of the finest ice
lollies to get you through
the summertime
As summer draws on, and with
the weather still warm, it’s time to
allow thoughts of refreshing ice
lollies – aka popsicles – to drift
into your mind. There are plenty of
candidates for your attention, on
sale at petrol stations, supermarkets
and juice bars citywide, that cater to
every taste imaginable.
Diletto’s heavenly ice creams on

a stick, also featured on the menu
at Botta Gallo, currently one of our
favourite spots (see Bars), are made
in the Italian style – that means rich
and creamy. While the rich chocolate
'Italiano' flavour tots up the biggest
sales, we’ll go for the smooth flavour
and velvety texture of the iogurte
com limão siciliano (yogurt with
Sicilian lemon) every time. Still in
the creamy department, other names
worth mentioning are Sottozero, with
flavours like hazelnut, sweet corn
and pistachio, and Melona – a South
Korean brand that became massive

Cho Sun Ok

in São Paulo in 2007, when its sweet
melon ice pops burst free from
the confines of the small shops of
Liberdade, and spread around town
like an icy, lovely virus.
But if you’d rather be a
traditionalist about it, the brand
Rochinha is a classic. Born in São
Sebastião on São Paulo’s gorgeous
North Shore, and sold from carts
at the beach for the last 30 years,
the brand eventually made it to
the big city. Refreshing fresh fruit
flavours like watermelon, mango
and tangerine mix it up with frozen
versions of Brazilian sweets like
doce de leite, abóbora com coco
(pumpkin and coconut) and coco
queimado (roasted coconut).
When it comes to variety of
flavours, though, the hands-down
champ is Frutos do Cerrado, with
its more than fifty options. For us,
the highlights of the range are the
exotic fruits from the Brazilian
tropical savannah, the cerrado. With
untranslatable names like araticum,
brejaúba, cagaita and mama-cadela
(the last one resembling the taste of
papaya fruit punch), some of the
fruits are unfamiliar even to the most
cosmopolitan of paulistanos. For a
more conventional, play-it-safe taste,
go for Frutos do Cerrado’s coffee
flavour or the Romeu e Julieta – an
ice cream version of the classic
dessert, made with cheese and a soft
guava filling. Thiago Lasco
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Korea break Cho Sun Ok in action
Friendly tableside cookery in
Liberdade. See listings.

Fruit critic Umbu
Tasting the world’s widest
variety of fruits, one by one
Tart, light and refreshing, the humble
umbu (Spondias tuberosa) has
long been a staple of the semi-arid
Caatinga – the scrubland of the
northeastern sertão region.
In English, the fruit is known
as the Brazil plum – a name more
related to its appearance than to its
taste. The flavour is strongly appley
but with a lemony aftertaste, with
maybe just a hint of pineapple.
This cherry-sized, yellowygreen fruit, rich in vitamin C, is
harvested up until March, mainly
in the state of Pernambuco, where
it’s commonly made into a filling,
soup-like umbuzada by boiling the
juice with milk and sugar until
thick.You can find the juice at most
popular suco bars, or the jam at
supermarkets.
But the most remarkable thing about

the umbu is the sprawling spindly tree
on which it grows. Rarely taller than a
man, the tree provides not only muchneeded shade in this arid region, but
also holds an underground secret.
As a last resort and salvation

during a drought, canny locals cut
into the 20cm wide roots, each of
which holds as much as a quarter of
a litre of drinkable water – the origin
of the indigenous name, i-mb-u, ‘the
tree that provides drink’. Gibby Zobel
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Top of the pops

Tart time The appley, lemony, pineapple-tasting umbu
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Chef Francisco has been running
the kitchen since Cho Sun Ok
opened nine years ago, learning his
trade – and the Korean language
– on the job. Sensitive to the plight
of a pair of obvious Korean-food
virgins like us, he came straight
over to lend a hand: ‘I parachuted in
from Maranhão. I’m a bit lost too!’
In a no-nonsense flash, he
helped us cut to the chase. Steamed
matured ray fish (R$65)? ‘It stinks,
you don’t wanna go there.’ Chouriço
com macarrão (R$65)? ‘It’s not like
any sausage you’d know – it’s very
bloody. You won’t like it.’
Skipping the other mysterious
dishes on the menu and enviously
eyeing up the spicy whole crab
soup on our neighbours’ table,
we eventually settled on a Korean
barbecue, cooked right there at the
table (R$85). Spectacularly morish
sweet beef with a huge helping
of mushrooms and vegetables, it
came with banchan – side-dishes
– of sweet-tasting potatoes, white
radish, aubergine, watercress, bean
sprouts, Japanese cucumber, and,
of course, a fiery and delicious
kimchi of fermented vegetables.
Careful with the green chillies.
Pure shots of Soju (R$24, 360ml
bottle), Korea’s national tipple – a
kind of smooth saké, distilled from
cereals – are de rigueur. Thankfully
for our brain cells, the evening
session closes early; but Cho Sun
Ok also does a weekday lunch
(R$48) – a fixed executive spread of
hot and cold dishes chosen by the
chef. Recommended. Gibby Zobel

